Mastering the Art of Data Science
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Cmed
Data & Analytics
At Cmed, we understand your need to receive, process and deliver the right data at the right time. Combining, centralizing and distributing accurate and timely information is at the core of our service. This is why we consider Technology, Data Management, Biostatistics, Drug Safety/Pharmacovigilance, Medical Writing and Project Management as a coherent Data & Analytics team to drive data-driven decisions. Bringing vision and clarity to the design and delivery of your studies, our team aims to exceed expectations for your trial to succeed.

- 500 studies delivered. A reputation for managing multiple concurrent complex studies across data management and biostatistics areas.
- Database builds in weeks, not months. Statistical deliveries in days, not weeks.
- Working with 5 of the top 10 Pharma companies. Preferred provider in translational medicine and adaptive oncology design. Significant experience with Biotechnology companies.
- 150 staff members ensuring global client coverage.

www.cmedresearch.com
• Working hand in hand with our sponsors to ensure study understanding, on-time delivery and project control
• Dedicated and highly experienced Project Managers (15+ years experience) ensuring the delivery of an integrated solution
• Seamless start-up process, delivery of database in 8 weeks and availability of results within 5 days of final database lock
• Quality by design leading to 90% repeat business; 100% quality controlled and cost effective safety case processing
• One of the largest Data & Analytics providers ensuring flexibility and scalability of resources

"We have a very efficient collaboration because you know and understand the study very well and can translate our needs into data."
Project Manager in Biotechnology Company
expertise

• Pro-active Data Specialists
• Experience from 500 studies converted to a proficient understanding of study challenges and application of effective solutions
• Thorough knowledge of industry standards such as CDISC combined with client-specific standards
• Long-standing Statistical Expertise helping you to optimize study designs; specific experience in Oncology trials and design and management of Adaptive Trials
• Global safety reporting including E2B, CIOMS and MedWatch formats; creation and submission of aggregate safety reports (PSURs, DSURs, ASRs)

“ I think what is key to this good work is that you are not only competent in data activities but you are interested about the study, about what we aim to achieve ”
Study Manager at Top 5 Pharma

Adding value to your clinical project based on expertise. Through collaboration.
complex trials

• In-house technology allowing design of complex databases for smart trials (e.g. multiple arms, real-time protocol amendments changes)
• In-depth experience integrating large volumes of third party data
• Data and Safety Monitoring Boards support
• Significant experience on Rescue studies – all managed successfully
• eSource, reduced monitoring and insight reporting supporting quicker access to the data and better decision making

"We really appreciate your efforts and it is clearly the best service you can provide as it takes away the stress related to an area that is so complicated and technical."

Clinical Trial Head in Mid-Size Pharma
• Comprehensive data review and analytics to ensure an accurate picture of your study data
• Simulation and modelling techniques to predict patient enrolment and forecast trial events
• High quality plans and outputs reducing overall regulatory submission risk
• Data visualization tools and techniques
• Collaboration with all study team members to ensure a robust understanding of the trial performance which is tailored to your needs

“Finding a specialized service provider who is reliable has always been a challenge for us but working with your team has really made us rethink how we can run our trials more effectively in the future.”

Sr Biostatistician in Pharmaceuticals

Forming

reliable data that you can access anytime, anywhere. With confidence.
Mastering the Art of Data Science

For more information, and to talk about any of our services please call:

UK +44(0)1403 755 050
US +1 919 595 6900

www.cmedresearch.com